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‘Over quarter of a million people are expected through Cheltenham’s gates to witness jump 

Throughout the last four decades the Cheltenham Bulletin Book has been recognised by both 
professionals and enthusiasts alike as the authoritative guide to the greatest jump meeting in the world. 
The Bulletin Book includes:

 - an in-depth analysis of every race at 
the meeting by Marten and his team (please note that Marten’s approves 
the selections for every race). A Statistical Guide – a look back at the 
trainers who have done well in past runnings of each race. Three Star 

Bets – the three best bets from each member of our team of writers. The 

 – our Irish contact provides a few original insights into the 
overseas raiders 

Up-To-Date News – published just the week before the meeting ensures 
we include the latest news available to us at that time. The Bulletin Book 
includes our Glance Card which is a brief summary of each day produced 
in a pocket-sized guide. Daily Text Messages

Marten’s selections for the day and any late news you can order our daily 
text messages for an additional £5 (if ordered at the same time as the 
book).
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‘This is the service with everything – the Bulletin Book by post and available earlier 
online, emails, pre-meeting communiques, text messages for each day and updates.’

The Cheltenham Package provides the serious follower with everything 

you could wish for to guide you through this four-day meeting. Marten 

will be writing four Supplements the night before each day, featuring his 

been trained for the big handicaps, referring to market movers and thus 

proving an invaluable guide to those of you like to trade on the exchanges.

Subscribers to the Cheltenham Package

 – available to view 

and download on Tuesday 7 March, a week 

before the start of the meeting so invaluable 

to early traders.  – 

 

The Four Online Supplements – available to 

 

 – Cheltenham news 

emailed each of the seven days leading up to 

the start of the meeting.  – 

news for each day of the meeting. Price: £50

 
Marten’s late 

news for each 

day of the 
meeting.


